AzonMobile's SaaS platform gives you access to cutting edge technology, allowing you to build HTML5 mobile websites and QR Code campaigns.

**MOBILE WEB BUILDER**

**Ensure additional revenue**
Everywhere from mobile mail to the explosion of mobile apps, the mobile internet has quickly become a part of daily life - many people don't believe in communication without it. As mobile internet use continues to grow exponentially, a mobile website becomes more and more important for your business. A mobile website not only guarantees you more traffic but also opens up more sales channels for your business. More local searches are now being executed on mobile devices than desktop browsers.

**Multiple elements to choose from**
There are many elements to choose from within the builder itself. We support logo uploads, images, image galleries, image sliders, video, soundcloud, twitter feeds, maps and much more. Simply drag any element to the visually enabled handset on screen, and an update area is released to the right hand side of the handset allowing you to update that specific element.

**Rapid deployment to market**
The platform offers a rapid deployment to market cutting down on costs/time and multiple per project resources. Due to the powerful time saving features of the platform it is achievable to build and publish a mobile site in a short space of time.

**Cutting edge templates**
For SME's who want a simple solution with formatted templates the platform offers a choice of many templates allowing a business to be mobilized within minutes, literally. Elements can be simply replaced by adding images/text onto existing templates.

**Sub domain or top level domain support**
For convenience the platform offers both top level domain support and also sub domain support within. For fast and easy campaigns you can simply enter a sub domain name hosted on the platform and the site can be published with one click. There is also an unpublishable option cutting the need for server administration.

**Custom QR Code generator**
The platform offers a custom QR Code generator including vector supported format, which allows users to create different style QR Codes even allowing logo embed. For brands who prefer a more integrated digital option there is an option to overlay an image on a QR Code, producing a more visually appealing QR Code.

**QR Code tracking**
Azonmobile's solution gives you full flexibility to view rich data on your QR Code campaigns, offering a variety of data in multiple graph formats. The platform allows export of the data for presentations/reports. Campaign comparisons are possible with our campaign comparison tool.

**Product Values**
Supports all mobile formats across thousands of handsets and operating systems.

One click publish/unpublish

Integrated solution: Mobile, QR Codes, QR Code Tracking

Custom QR Code Generator

Ease of use with drag and drop technology

**Features**
Support of mobile for:
- Apple iOS
- Android
- Windows Phone
- Blackberry

Custom QR Code Generator

QR Code Tracking

Vector Output QR Codes

Bulk Export QR Codes

Custom Graphs

Multiple navigation types to choose from within the builder

CMS style page support

15 elements to choose from

Sub domains/Top level domain support

Mobile Mockup support
MOBILIZE YOUR BUSINESS
Mobile solutions for SME’s, web development houses, agencies and advertisers

- End-to-end mobile marketing solution
- Integration of third party services including social sharing, twitter feed, soundcloud and more
- Robust hosted solution

 Drag & Drop Elements
It’s a breeze to add a gallery or video, simply drag the element to the on screen display and add your content.

 Different Navigation Types
Choose from a range of navigation styles including, List, Top, Bottom or pop out.

 Use Template or Build from scratch
Build your mobile site using stunning templates or start from a blank canvas.

 Maps
Make your business easy to find, add your location and guide your customers directly to you.

 Social Media Buttons
It’s all about sharing and caring, your customers can share your content giving you a precious viral reach.

 Swipe Slider
Impress potential customers with a swipe slider giving a visual overview of your business as they enter your site.

 Contact
To contact us, please visit
http://azonmobile.com/en/contact
Sales contact: sales@azonmobile.com
Corporate Headquarters:
AzonMobile
15 Ivan Denkoglu Str., 1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel. +359 2 421 95 89 | U.S. +1 718 534 7269
info@azonmobile.com | www.azonmobile.com

 Soundcloud Playlist
We love tunes! This one is for bands who want to add their portfolio to sites.

 Video Integration
Add Vimeo or Youtube video, what better way to get noticed than a video presentation.

 SEO Options
We offer on page SEO for each page. Define your own meta data site-wide or per page.

 Photo Gallery
Add a stunning photo gallery to your site, giving people the ability to swipe through your gallery effortlessly.

 Fully Customizable Layout
Drag and drop, reorder, change the styles, add images as backgrounds. We know you will love the flexibility.